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ABSTRACT 
Program analysis tools can be useful to the software engineer to aid in program 
understanding. Program understanding can include the discovery of dynamic memory errors, 
the ability to track pointers, and the ability to follow variable dependencies in a target code. 
Many program analysis tools exist, but few of them have the capability to perform point 
specific, inter-procedural program analysis. We present a program analysis tool that is point 
specific and inter-procedural.. In addition, it is also capable of detecting pointer and dynamic 
memory errors. These errors include unassigned pointers, dangling pointers, memory leaks, 
and double-frees. The tool's point specific analysis provides detailed statement level data 
flow information including in-set, read-write pairs, and pointer graphs. 
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction 
PT4C: A C Program Tracer is a point specific, inter-procedural program analysis tool. It 
can be thought of as a run-time simulator that "executes" all execution paths and unions the 
results. The analysis is point specific by which we mean that it provides data flow 
information at the statement level. This information includes in-set, read-write pairs, and 
pointer graphs for each statement. 
PT4C is also capable of identifying pointer and dynamic memory errors that include 
unassigned pointers, dangling pointers, memory leaks, and double-frees. These errors are 
also point specific, that is, the location and cause of the error is reported. 
The level of detail provided by the PT4C analysis can be used by a variety of data mining 
tools such as back-slicing, forward-slicing, and chopping tools. Currently, the PT4C 
implements only aback-slice tool. 
This paper is divided into several chapters. Chapter 2 distinguishes PT4C from existing 
program understanding tools. Chapter 3 describes the algorithm used to implement the PT4C 
tool. Chapter 4 explains the implementation of the PT4C tool. Finally, Chapter 5 provides 
the conclusion. In addition, this paper also includes two case studies using PT4C to identify 
dynamic memory errors in the XINU operating system. 
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CHAPTER 2. Related Works 
There are such a large number of program comprehension tools available to a software 
engineer that it can be overwhelming. While sorting through such a collection it is helpful to 
categorize them. Here we divide program comprehension tools into predesign or postdesign 
tools and coarse-grained or fine-grained tools. Tools that deal primarily with software 
development are categorized as predesign tools, and conversly tools that primarily deal with 
understanding existing code are categorized as postdesign tools. Since PT4C is a postdesign 
tool we shall limit ourselves to this type of tool. Tools that provide no static detection of run-
time errors are categorized as coarse-grained tools. Conversly, fine-grained tools provide 
analysis features that allow the detection of some run-time errors. 
Some examples of coarse-grained tools are Reprise, SHriMP, Rigi, and SNIFF [17, 18]. 
With the help of Rigi, a software engineer can creates meaningful abstractions of the target 
code's resource flow graph. This is first done by parsing the target code into a flat resource 
flow graph. The next step requires the software engineer to identify subsystems (patterns) in 
the graph. These subsystems may be collapsed into a hierarchical view for the purpose of 
code navigation. The SHriMP tool converts a text based code into a graphical representation 
which may be viewed as either a fisheye view or a pan &zoom view. The graphical 
representation involves encapsulating functions and classes as windows. These windows are 
then nested to show the structure of the code. For example, a window representing a member 
function of a class would be nested inside the window representing that class. Lines are used 
to connect the windows to represent calls, accesses, implemented by, overrides, etc. The 
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SNIFF tool is a software development environment that provides project management, source 
code browsing, and cross referencing. Cross-referencing provides a dependency tree such 
that what a symbol refers to or is referred-by can be viewed. A symbol can be a function, 
constant, variable, macro, etc. The Reprise tool creates an abstract semantics graph of the 
target code. The graph captures the semantics of the code and translates it into awell-defined 
format. 
Some examples of fine-grained tools are the Wisconsin Slicing Tool, CodeSurfer, and the 
D. Liang and M. J. Harrold Points-To Analysis Algorithm[2, 12, 21 ]. The Wisconsin Slicing 
Tool can perform an inter-procedural back-slice, forward-slice and chopping. A major 
limitation of this tool is its inability to treat field variables of a structure as individual 
variables. For example, given p = &s.a and q = &s.b then both p and q both point to s. The 
tool CodeSurfer also can perform an inter-procedural back-slice and forward-slice as well as 
provide call graphs, variable uses, and a number of search tools. A draw back to this tool is 
that its pointer-analysis is a whole program analysis and not statement specific. That is, one 
can not query the state of the pointers at a particular point in the program. The D. Liang and 
M. J. Harrold Points-To Analysis Algorithm describes aflow-insensitive pointer analysis. In 
addition, none of these tools provide dynamic memory analysis. 
PT4C is afine-grained tool that distinguishes itself from the fine-grained tools listed 
above by being able to perform point specific, inter-procedural program analysis. In addition, 
PT4C also detects pointer and dynamic memory errors. As with any fine-grained tool, 
however, it maybe helpful to use acoarse-grained tool in tandem with the analysis to allow 
both system-level and statement-level analysis. 
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CHAPTER 3. Approach 
As described in the previous chapter we present a program analysis algorithm and tool that 
is capable of detecting common pointer and dynamic memory errors. The algorithm is 
targeted at the C language but could be extended to similarly structured languages. 
The algorithm does have a few limitations. First, the target code must be structured with 
the exception that functions may have multiple return statements.' Second, recursive 
functions are not supported. Third, pointer arithmetic is ignored. That is, any arithmetic 
operations made to a pointer variable does not affect its pointer graph. Similarly, an array is 
treated as a single variable (i.e. there is no distinction between different elements of the 
array) . 
3.1. Terminology 
We begin by describing the basics and the terminology that will be used throughout the 
rest of this paper. 
3.1..1. Read-Write pairs 
A read-write pair consists of a variable being defined and the variables used to define it. 
Figure 1 illustrates the concept of a read-write pair. The read-write pair for each assignment 
statement in function main is shown to the right of the statement. In line 5 variable b is being 
used to define variable a, denoted by a <_ {b}. Line 6 shows a different case where p is 
' A program is considered structured if it is built from blocks, loops, and conditionals, each of 
which has a single entry and single exit (i.e. goto statements are not allowed) [6]. 
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being defined by the address of a. In this case we must convey this information in the read 
set by preceding variable a with an ampersand, p <= i&a} . Line 7 shows variable a being 
defined through a pointer dereference. Notice that Variable p is added to the read set since it 
must be read to resolve what it is pointing to. In line 8, variable c is being defined by the 
return result of function add. Variables a and b are arguments to function add which are then 
added together and returned. Therefore, we know that variables a and b are being used to 
define c. 
1: int add(int x, int y) { 
2: return x + y; 
3: } 
4: int main(void) { 
5: a=b; 
6: p = &a; 
7: *p = b; 
3.1.2. Reaching-Definitions 
a <_ {b} 
p <_ {&a} 
a <_ {b, p} 
c <_ {a, b} 
Figure 1. Read-write pairs 
Once we know the read-write pairs for a statement, we can then compute the reaching-
definitions to the following statement [ 1, 6, 11, 14, 15 ] . Figure 2 illustrates the concept of 
reaching-definitions. In the left of the figure is a simplistic code segment and to the right are 
each statement's reaching-definitions. We assume for simplicity that there are no reaching-
definitions to line 1 which is represented by the empty curly braces. 
In line 1, variable a is being defined. We represent the definition of variable a at line 1 as 
a~~ 1. This definition becomes the reaching-definition to line 2. Now, the definition in line 2, 
d~~2, is added to the reaching-definitions to line 3. At line 3 we encounter the test condition 
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of an if-statement which makes no definitions. After the test condition, the execution path 
branches which results in lines 4 and 6 having the same reaching-definitions. 
When the execution path merges at line 7 we merge the reaching-definitions from both 
paths. We can begin by first assuming that the test condition is true, and therefore, the 
definition of variable a at line 1 will be killed by definition of variable a at line 4. This 
execution path results in the reaching-definition set to line 7 of {a@4,d@2}. Next, if we 
assume that the test condition is false then the definition of variable d at line 2 will be killed 
by the definition of variable d at line 6, and this will produce areaching-definition set to line 
7 of {a@l,d@6}. Therefore, for a conservative analysis we must union the two reaching- 
definition sets together to produce a final reaching-definition set to line 7 of 
Now, at line 7 we have variable d being defined. This will kill both definitions of variable 
d in the reaching-definitions to line 7, and the result becomes the reaching-definitions to line 
8. 
1: a=b; {} 
3: if(fiag) {a@1, d@2} 
5: else 
7: d= a+ d; {a@1, d@2, a@4, d@6} 
8: e = d / 2; {a@1, a@4, d@7} 
Figure Z. Reaching-definitions 
3.1.3. Pointer graphs 
In the example illustrated by Figure 1 we mentally construct a pointer graph for variable p 
such that we know variable p was pointing to variable a when it was being dereferenced in 
line 7. Using the same approach, the algorithm constructs a pointer graph for each pointer 
variable in the code [7]. We define a pointer graph as a list of all possible variables a pointer 
variable could be pointing to at a point N in the code. 
Figure 3 illustrates the generation and use of pointer graphs. When a pointer variable is 
declared, as in line 1, its pointing to graph is created and initialized to point to null. After a 
statement has been executed, the updated pointer graph is shown on the right. Thus, at line 1 
we have the pointer graph p -> {NULL} . Now, extending the idea of reaching-definitions, 
the pointer graph leaving a statement becomes the pointer graph entering the following 
statement. Thus we have p -> {NULL ~ entering line 2 which then modifies the pointer graph 
of variable p .top -> {a} . This pointer graph then enters line 3 and leaves line 3 without 
being altered since variable p is not being modified in this statement. Using the pointer graph 
entering line 3, we know what variable p is pointing to variable a, and now we can generate 
the read-write pair for line 3 as a <_ {b } . At line 4, the test condition is not modifying the 
pointer variable p so it enters and leaves line 4 unmodified. 
If we skip down to line 7 we are presented with a more interesting case as a result of the 
if-statement. Similar to reaching-definitions, we must take into account both execution paths 
of the if-statement and merge the results. To start, let us assume that the test condition was 
true and that the path through line 5 was taken. In this case, the assignment at line 5 will 
modify the pointer graph such that variable p points to variable c. This results in the pointer 
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graph p -> {c} entering line 8. Now if we assume the test condition is false then the path 
through line 7 will be taken. In this case, the assignment at line 7 will modify the pointer 
graph such that variable p points to variable d, and this results in p -> {d} entering line 8. 
Now, if we merge the two pointer graphs together, p -> {c} and p -> {d} we get p -> {c, d} 
entering line 8. Finally, since line 8 does not modify the pointer graph for variable p, the 
pointer graph leaves unaltered. 
Line 8 presents another interesting case in which the pointer variable p is being 
dereferenced with two variables in its pointer graph. Because this analysis is conservative we 
must create aread-write pair for both such that c <_ {b} and d <_ {b}. 
l: int *p; 
2: p=&a; 
3: ' gyp = b; 
4: if(f) 
5: p=&c; 
6: else 
7: p=&d; 
8: *p = b; 
3.1.4. Function pointers 
p -> {NULL; 
p -> {a} 
p -> {a} 
p -> {a} 
p -> {c} 
p -> {d} 
p -> {c, d} 
Figure 3. Pointer graphs 
Similar to variable pointers are function pointers. Function pointer graphs are generated 
using the same rules as variable pointer graphs. However, when a function pointer is being 
dereferenced a function is being invoked. Three situation can arise from the dereference of a 
function pointer based on the number of pointees in the pointer graph: single pointee, 
multiple pointee, or null-pointer. If the pointer graph contains only one function then the 
selection is simple and the algorithm analyzes that function. However, if the pointer graph 
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contains multiple functions then the user is prompted to choose which function to analyze. 
Finally, if the pointer graph contains a null then an error will be generated. This is discussed 
in depth in the next section. 
3.1.5. In-sets and out-sets 
Finally, we conclude this section by defining an in-set and an out-set [14]. Figure 4 shows 
a graphical representation of a structured (i.e. one entry point and one exit point) block of 
code in which an in-set enters the block and an out-set leaves the block. The in-set to the 
block is the combination of the reaching definitions and pointer graphs entering the block. 
Similarly, the out-set of the block is the combination of the reaching definitions leaving the 
block and the pointer graphs leaving the block. 
IN-SET 
BLOCK 
OUT-SET 
Figure 4. Graphical representation of the in-set and out-set to a linear block of code 
3.2. Pointer and memory allocation errors 
Pointer and memory allocation errors can be categorized into null-pointer errors, dangling-
pointer errors, and memory leak errors. Each of these errors can be either definite or 
possible. An error is stated as a definite error when the results from all execution paths 
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results in the error. An error is stated as a possible error when at least one execution path 
does not result in the error. 
3.2.1. Null-Pointer errors 
A null-pointer error occur when dereferencing a pointer whose pointer graph contains a 
null. If the pointer graph contains only null then it is a definite null-pointer error. However, 
if the pointer graph contains more than just a null then it is a possible null-pointer error since 
it is possible that it could be pointing-to a valid variable at run-time. 
Figure 5 illustrates both a definite and a possible null-pointer error. In the first case we 
have variable p being assigned a null value at line 1, and at line 2 the pointer variable is being 
dereferenced. This is a definite null-pointer error since variable p is only pointing to null. In 
the second case we have variable p being assigned null at line 5 and then being assigned to 
point to variable a at line 7 via an if-statement. Now at line 8 we have variable p pointing to 
null or variable a. Since we don't know which path will be taken at run time we conclude 
that this is a possible null-pointer error. 
Definite null-pointer error 
1: p =NULL; 
2: *p = a; 
p -> {NULL} 
p -> {NULL} 
Possible null-pointer error 
5: p =NULL; p -> {NULL} 
6: if(f) 
8: *p = b; p -> {NULL, a} 
Figure 5. Detecting null-pointer errors 
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3.2.2. Tracking dynamic memory 
To track dynamic memory allocation and deallocation, the functions that perform these 
services must be identified. The user is responsible for identifying the names of the functions 
used for both dynamic memory allocation and deallocation. These functions, however, must 
conform to the following calling convention. Functions that allocate dynamic memory may 
take any number of arguments and must return a pointer to the allocated resource. Functions 
that free dynamic memory must take one argument, a pointer to the resource to be 
deallocated, and must have a return type of void. Figure 6 shows a few examples of 
acceptable dynamic memory allocation and deallocation functions. 
Acceptable allocation functions 
void alloc(int); 
int* new(}; 
struct my_struct* newstruct(int, int); 
Acceptable deallocation functions 
void free(void*); 
void delete(int*); 
void freestruct(struct my_struct*); 
Figure 6. Examples of acceptable dynamic memory allocation and deallocation 
functions. 
Dynamic memory is represented by a resource variable. A resource variable has an 
additional attribute that indicates the state of the resource which can be one of three possible 
states: allocated, freed, or undetermined. A resource state of allocated indicates that the 
resource has not been freed by any execution path. Similarly, a resource state of freed 
indicates that the resource has been freed by every execution path. Finally, a resource state 
of undetermined indicates that the resource has been freed by at least one execution path and 
not freed by at least one execution path. 
When a dynamic memory allocation function is encountered, the function's 
implementation is ignored and instead a resource variable is created, with the resource state 
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set to allocated, and returned. The returned resource variable is assigned to the pointer 
variable that receives the return value of the function. 
Likewise, when a dynamic memory deallocation function is encountered, the called 
function's implementation is ignored. Instead, all resource variables in the pointer graph of 
the passed in pointer variable argument have their resource states set to freed. 
Figure 7 shows a simple example in which dynamic memory is being allocated and then 
immediately freed in the next statement. In the first statement, pointer p is being assigned to 
point to the dynamic memory allocated by the allocation function alloc. To the right of the 
statement we see the read-write pairs and the pointer graphs that are generated for this 
statement. The read-write pair mem:a <_ {} is generated by lieu of the call to function alloc 
to create a resource variable for the allocated dynamic memory. The resource variable is 
named mem and has its resource state set to allocated. The next read-write pair p = {&mem} 
is generated by the assignment p = alloc() which generates the pointer graph p -> {mem}. 
Finally, in the far right are the reaching-definitions for line 2. 
In line 2, the pointer variable p is being passed as an argument to the deallocation function 
free. The pointer graph for pointer p indicates that variable p is pointing to the resource 
variable mem. The algorithm then checks the reaching-definitions to the statement to 
determine the allocation state of the resource. From line 1 we see that resource variable mem 
is allocated. Now, in lieu of analyzing function free, the algorithm generates the read-write 
mem:f <_ { } to set the resource state to freed. Finally, shown at the far right of line 2 are the 
reaching-definitions for the next statement. 
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p = {&mem} 
p -> {mem} 
2: free(p); 
Figure 7. Handling the allocation and deallocation of dynamic memory. The read-
write pairs and pointer graphs generated by the statements are shown in the center 
column, and the reaching-definitions to the next statement are shown in the right most 
column. 
Determining whether dynamic memory is freed or allocated is not always as straight-
forward. Consider the code shown in Figure S where dynamic memory is being allocated in 
line 1 and then possibly freed in line 3. Walking through the code we can follow how the 
algorithm determines the state of the dynamic memory at line 6. Starting at line 1, a call to 
function alloc creates a resource variable, mem: a, which then gets assigned to pointer p. 
Notice that the reaching-definitions to lines 2 and 3 show the state of resource mem as 
allocated. Skipping to line 3 we have resource mem being freed in the body of an if-
statement. Notice that the reaching-definitions to line 4 shows the resource mem as freed. 
Now, at line 6, the two execution paths that resulted from the if-statement merge. So, to 
determine the reaching-definitions to line 6 we must union the reaching-definitions to line 2 
with the reaching-definitions leaving line 4. This results in two definitions for resource 
variable mem, one which has an allocated resource state and the other as freed. This brings us 
to the criteria for determining dynamic memory errors. 
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{} 
2: if(x){ 
3: free(p); 
4: x = 5; 
5:} 
6: *p=x; 
p -> {mem} 
x<={} 
mem <_ {x} {mem:a@1, p@1, mem:f@3, x@4} 
Figure 8. Handling dynamic memory with control branches. The read-write pairs and 
pointer graphs generated by the statements are shown in the center column, and the 
statement's reaching-definitions are shown in the right most column. 
3.2.3. Detecting dynamic memory errors 
From the previous section we categorized dynamic memory errors into dangling pointer 
errors and memory leaks. Dangling pointer errors occur when a pointer to dynamic memory 
is dereferenced after the memory has been freed. Memory Leaks occur when allocated 
dynamic memory is not freed before end of analysis scope.2
The read-write pair for line 6 in Figure 8 indicates that resource variable mem is being 
defined. Since this is a resource variable, the algorithm will check the reaching-definitions to 
the statement to determine the state of the resource. In this example, it will discover that 
there are contradicting resource states for resource mem. As a result it will determine that the 
state of resource mem is undetermined and generate a possible dangling pointer error. 
However, if both states had been marked as freed then a definite dangling pointer error would 
be generated. 
2 We define analysis scope as the body of the target function being analyzed. The target 
function may call other functions, however, a memory leak is only generated when dynamic 
memory is still allocated after the last statement in the target function has been executed. 
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Memory leaks are detected by checking the reaching-definitions leaving the target function 
for resource variables still allocated. If we assume in Figure 8 that line 5 is the last statement 
in the target function then the reaching-definitions leaving the function are the reaching-
definitions to line 6, {mem:a@l, p@l, mem:f@3, x@4}. In this set there is only one 
resource variable that needs to be checked for potential memory leaks, resource mem. Again, 
resource variable mem has conflicting resource states, one of which is allocated. As a result, 
the state of the resource is undetermined and we generate a possible memory leak. However, 
if both of the states had been marked as allocated then we would have generated a definite 
memory leak. 
As a final note, we should explain how the analysis would play out if line 6 of Figure 8 
was assumed to be the last statement of the target function. The first step is to compute the 
reaching-definitions leaving line 6 since this is the reaching-definitions leaving the target 
function. Although a possible dangling pointer error is generated by line 6, the algorithm 
must still analyze the statement. Since resource mem is being defined here, it will kill the 
reaching-definitions mem:a@1 and mem:f@3 and generate the definition mem:u@6. This 
generated definition has a resource state of undetermined because there are conflicting 
resource states in the reaching-definitions. As a result, the reaching-definitions leaving line 6 
becomes {p@1, x@4, mem:u@6}. Following the same rules as above, a possible memory 
leak will be generated since the state of resource mem is undetermined. 
3.3. Slicing 
There are numerous slicing algorithms, however, we will focus only on the back slicing 
algorithm since it will be necessary to properly implement the program analysis algorithm. 
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The back slice algorithm or back-slice allows one to compute the set of dependencies for a 
set of variables which we call the variables of interest [ 15]. Typically, when initiating a 
back-slice we choose only a single variable of interest. As we iterate through the back-slice 
algorithm the number of variables of interest will shrink or grow until we run out of 
statements or variables of interest. Whenever a variable of interest is encountered in the 
code, the variable is removed from the variables of interest set and its read set is appended to 
the variables of interest set and to the slice tree. 
For example, Figure 9 shows a segment of code for which we want to perform aback-slice 
on variable z. Variable z becomes our variable of interest so we begin at the end of the code 
and move backwards until we find a definition for variable z. The first definition of variable 
z is encountered at line 8. So, variable z is removed from the variables of interest and its 
read-set is added, variable e. Continuing, we end the first definition of variable e at line 6, 
thus we remove variable e from the variables of interest and add its read set, variables a and 
c. Next, we find a definition for variable a at line 5, thus we remove variable a from the 
variables of interest and add nothing (i.e. it has an empty read set). At line 4, we find a 
definition for variable c, so we remove variable c and add variables a and b to the variables of 
interest. Finally, we find definitions for variables a and b at lines 1 and 2, respectively. Both 
variables get removed from the variables of interest and nothing gets added. Now we have an 
empty set of variables of interest and the back-slice stops. 
Using the variable dependencies gathered from the back-slice we can generate the slice 
tree shown in Figure 9. Note that the nodes a@5, a@1, and b@5 are leaf nodes which 
indicates that variable z ultimately depends on values of these variables, this will become 
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important later. The implementation of this algorithm will be described in more detail in a 
later section. 
2 
1: a = 10; 
2: b = 5; 
3: c=a+b; 
4: d =c/b; 
5: a = 20; 
6: e=a*c; 
7: f=d*a; 
8: z=e/2; 
5 
_~ 
Figure 9. Back-Slice of variable z. Leaf nodes shown in dotted circles. 
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CHAPTER 4. Implementation 
The tool is implemented in Java and its architecture is shown in Figure 10. The Xcc 
compiler takes a C source file and generates an XCIL and S/C file. The eXtensible Common 
Intermediate Language (XCIL) file is an XML representation of the C source file (note: XCIL 
and C source file will be used interchangeably) [5]. The Source Correspondence (S/C) file is 
an XML document which links the objects in the XCIL file with their locations in the C 
source file. The XCIL file is then used by the Read/Write (R/W) analyzer to produce a 
Read/Write Analysis (RWA) file. The RWA contains the read-write pairs for every 
statement in the source file. 
The implementation of the Xcc compiler and the R/W analyzer are beyond the scope of 
this paper. Instead, we shall focus on the core of the analysis tool which is made up of the 
remaining three modules: Control Flow Analyzer (CFA), Data Flow Analyzer (DFA), and the 
Visualization Tool. 
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Figure 10. PT4C system overview 
4.1. Control Flow Analyzer 
~~ P 
~~ 
a 
CFA 
Q 
U 
DFA 
The CFA takes two input files, the XCIL file and the RWA file, and produces a CFA file. 
To avoid confusion, references to the acronym CFA will refer to the control flow analysis 
output file and the term analyzer will be used to reference the Control Flow Analyzer. The 
analyzer creates a no-initial condition analysis on every function in the source file. we 
define a no-initial condition analysis as an analysis where the arguments, reaching-
definitions, and pointer graphs entering a function are not yet known. The goal of the CFA is 
to produce a template for each function such that when the initial conditions are known they 
can be substituted in and the data flow analysis computed. 
One might ask why go to all this trouble to create a template, why not just compute the 
data flow analysis when the initial conditions are known. Considering that many programs 
invoke functions multiple times from many different call-sites it would be a waste or 
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resources to repeatedly compute the analysis if some parts of the analysis did not change. As 
would be expected, the control flow graph of the program does not change regardless of 
where it is being called in the target program [ 1, 9] . We this in mind we expand upon the 
control flow graph to create an annotated control flow graph which includes the read-write 
pairs of the statements. The annotated control flow graph becomes the function template. 
1: int poly(int a, int b, int c, int x) { 
2: i nt t 1, t2, t3; 
3: t1 = a * x * x; 
4: t2=b*x; 
5: t3 = c; 
6: return t 1 + t2 + t3; 
7: } 
t3 <_ {c} 
return <_ {t1, t2, t3} 
{} 
{t1 @3} 
{t1 @3, t2@4} 
{t1 @3, t2@4, t3@5} 
Figure 11. No-initial condition data flow analysis on a function poly. 
To get a feel for a no-initial condition analysis, we shall present a series of examples. 
Figure 11 shows an example in which we have generated the complete data flow analysis for 
the function poly assuming no-initial conditions (i.e. the reaching definitions to line 3 are 
empty and we have no arguments). Now, anytime we encounter acall-site invoking poly we 
simply substitute all occurrences of its function parameters a, b, c, and x with their 
corresponding arguments. Figure 12 shows the substitutions for a call to function poly of 
poly(m, n, o, p). Here we are replacing parameter a with m, parameter b with n, parameter c 
with o, and parameter x with p. To keep this example simple we are ignoring the reaching 
definitions to the call-site (i.e. the reaching-definitions to line 3 are empty). 
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1: int poly(int a, int b, int c, int x) { 
2: int t1, t2, t3; 
3: t1 = a * x * x; 
4: t2 = b * x; 
5: t3 = c; 
6: return t 1 + t2 + t3; 
7: } 
t3 <_ {o} 
return <_ {t1, t2, t3} 
{} 
{t1 @3} 
{t1 @3, t2@4} 
{t1 @3, t2@4, t3@5} 
Figure 12. Initial conditions substituted in the no-initial condition data flow analysis of 
function poly. 
Not all no-initial condition analysis can be so easily computed. This is usually always the 
case when pointers are involved. For instance, Figure 13 shows such an example of the 
function swap. It takes two pointer parameters and swaps the values of the variables they are 
pointing to. Now, if we try to compute the no-initial condition analysis of function swap like 
we did in Figure 11 we immediately run into a problem at line 3. Here, variable t is being 
defined by the variables) the pointer variable x is pointing to, and we don't know the pointer 
graph for variable x. What do we do? 
1: int swap(int *x, int *y) { 
2 : i nt t; 
3: t = *x; 
4: *x = *y' 
5: *y=t; 
6: } 
t<=? 
~<-~ 
<_ {t} 
Figure 13. Failed attempt to generate a no-initial condition data flow analysis of a 
function with pointer parameters. 
To resolve this problem we have to do two things. First we can no longer compute the 
reaching definitions or pointer graphs (i.e. the in-set) for each statement in the function 
because we no longer have enough information (i.e. the initial conditions). This computation 
will have to be done in the data flow analyzer. Second, we can no longer generate read-write 
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pairs as we have done previously because again we don't have the pointer graphs to resolve 
any dereferences of pointers. 
4.1.1. Unresolved read-write pairs 
To start, we shall first explain how read-write pairs will be generated given no-initial 
conditions. Read-Write pairs will be generated as we have done previously except that we 
have added an additional attribute for each variable indicating its indirection level. We call 
this type of read-write pair an unresolved read-write pair. Figure 14 shows the function swap 
with its unresolved read-write pairs. In line 3, variable t is being defined without being 
dereferenced, and therefore we say its indirection level is zero and denote it as t.0. There is 
also variable x being dereferenced once, and therefore we say its indirection is one and 
denote it x.l. Using the same rules we generate the remainder of the unresolved read-write 
pairs . 
1: int swap(int ma x, int *y) { 
2 : i nt t; 
3: t=*x; 
4: *x = *y; 
5: *y=t; 
6: } 
Figure 14. Resolved attempt to generate a no-initial condition data flow analysis of a 
function with pointer parameters. 
When generating the indirection level attribute for unresolved read-write pairs a special 
case exists where we are taking the address of a variable. For example if we had the 
statement, 
p=&a; 
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we would generate an unresolved read-write pair of 
Thus, we reserve a negative one to indicate the taking of a variables address. 
4.1.2. Computing the in-set 
Now that we have a way to generate read-write pairs for each statement, we need a 
technique for computing the in-set for each statement. This is done by representing each 
statement's in-set as a union of out-set. Figure 15 shows a linear block of code (i.e. contains 
no control branches) in which the in-set to block 2 is the out-set of block 1. This is always 
true since block 1 must be executed before block 2. 
IN-SET 
t
BLOCK 1 
BLOCK 2 ~ 
OUT-SET 
Figure 15. The in-set to block 2 is the out-set of block 1. 
Linear blocks of code are not the only thing we must contend with in C code. There are 
five basic control structures we must deal with: if-statement, for-loop, while-loop, do-while-
loop, and switch-statement. Fortunately, we can use data dependence graphs to solve each of 
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these structures [6]. The in-set to a block (node) A is the union of the out-set of every block 
(node) that enters block A in the data dependence graph. 
Figure 16 shows the control flow diagram of the if-statement on the left and the modified 
data dependence graph on the right [6] ~. By comparing the two diagrams we can see how the 
in-set for each block is computed. First we see that the in-set to the if-statement enters the 
test block. Next, the out-set of the test-block becomes the in-set to the then-block and else-
block. After the if-statement is executed, the control-flow must merge. Therefore, the block 
following the if-statement will have an in-set equal to the union of the out-set of the then-
block and else-block. 
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Figure 16. Control flow graph (left) and modified data dependence graph (right) for 
the if-statement. 
3 The data dependence graph is modified since we have inserted a union node where multiple 
nodes enter a single node to emphasize how the in-set is generated. 
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Figure 17 shows the control flow and the modified data dependence graph for the while-
loop. Notice that the test-block in the control flow diagram has two paths leading to its entry 
point, as a result the in-set to the test block must be the union of the out-set of both of these 
paths. 
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Figure 17. Control flow graph (left) and modified data dependence graph (right) for 
the while-loop. 
Figure 18 shows the control flow and the modified data dependence graph for the do-
while-loop. The do-while-loop is similar to the while-loop except that the here the body 
block has two control paths leading to its entry point. As a result the body block will have an 
in-set equal to the union of the out-set of these two paths. 
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Figure 18. Control flow graph (left) and modified data dependence graph (right) for 
the do-while loop. 
Figure 19 shows the control flow and the modified data dependence graph for the for-loop. 
The for-loop contains a few more blocks but its analysis is as straight-forward as the while 
loops. Again, the test block has two control paths leading to its entry point: initialize-block 
and increment-block. 
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Figure 19. Control flow graph (left) and modified data dependence graph (right) for 
the for-loop. 
Figure 20 and Figure 21 show the control flow diagram and the modified data dependence 
graph, respectively, for the switch statement. Because the control flow of the switch 
statement depends on its usage, the modified data dependence graph becomes more complex. 
The in-set to the first test case is always the out-set of the test-block. However, the in-set to 
the remaining test cases is dependent on the whether the previous test case has a break 
statement. If the previous test case to the current test case A has a break statement then the 
in-set to test case A is the out-set of the test-block. If, however, the previous test case lacks a 
break statement then the in-set to test case A is the union of the out-set of the test-block and 
the previous case. The out-set of the switch statement then becomes the union of the out-set 
of all the test cases which contain a break and the test-block. 
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Figure 20. Control flow graph of the switch statement. 
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Figure 21. Modified data dependency graph of the switch statement. 
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4.1.3. The algorithm 
The algorithm for the control flow analyzer then becomes, given a function, for each 
statement in that function, generate the unresolved read-write pairs and compute the in-set in 
terms of the out-set of other statements. Figure 22 shows a complete control flow analysis 
for a function foo, swap, and poly. In the figure, there are two columns to the right of the 
code. The left column contains the unresolved read-write pairs for each statement and the 
right column contains the in-set dependencies for each statement. The in-set dependences are 
generated from the modified data dependence graphs in the previous section. 
Walking through function foo we have an if-statement with an in-set dependency at line 
14 of OUT(12). In other words, the in-set to line 14 is the out-set of line 12. Although this 
may seem a bit odd, however, this will be used to pass the in-set to the statements inside the 
function body. This will be explained in greater detail in the data flow analysis section. 
Inside the if-statement, at lines 15 and 17 we two assignment statements with an in-set 
dependency of OUT(14). At line 18, where the control path merges, the in-set dependency 
becomes OUT(15) U OUT(17) as indicated in the modified data dependency graph of Figure 
16. 
At line 19, a while-loop is encountered. Using the modified data dependency graph of 
Figure 17, the in-set dependency of line 19 becomes OUT(18) U OUT(21) . At lines 20 and 
21 the in-set dependencies are OUT(19) and OUT(20), respectively. Finally, the while-loop 
generates an in-set dependency of OUT(19) for line 23. The remaining lines 24 and 25 have 
in-set dependencies of OUT(23) and OUT(24), respectively. 
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1: 
2: 
3: 
4: 
i nt poly(i nt a, i nt b, i nt x) { 
int c; 
c=x*x; 
retu rn a * c — b; 
5: } 
6: void swap(int* e, int* f) { 
7: int t; 
8: t = *e; 
9: *e = *f; 
10: *f = t; 
11: } 
12: int foo(int h, int j, int k) { 
13: i nt m, s, r; 
14: if(h > j) 
15: m = h; 
16: else 
17: m=j; 
18: s = m; 
21: s += k; s.0 <_ {s.0, k.0} 
return <_ {a.0, c.0, b.0} 
22: } 
23: r = poly(h, j, s); 
24: swap(&s, &r); 
25: returns - r; 
26: } 
swaps.-1, r.-1) 
return <_ {s.0, r.0} 
OUT(1) 
OUT(3) 
OUT(6) 
OUT(8) 
OUT(9) 
OUT(12) 
OUT(14) 
OUT(14) 
OUT(15) U OUT(17) 
OUT(18) U OUT(21) 
OUT(19) 
OUT(20) 
OUT(19) 
OUT(23) 
OUT(24) 
Figure 22. Example code (left column) and its computed CFA: unresolved read-write 
pairs (center column) and in-set dependencies (right column). 
4.2. Data flow analysis 
Given a target function and a set of initial conditions, the job of the data flow analyzer is 
to compute the data flow analysis for each statement in the target function. To do this the 
analyzer requires the following input files: the CFA containing all the functions in the target 
function's call tree, RWA, and the data flow initial conditions (DFIC). The DFIC file is an 
XML structured file that contains the name of the target function to be analyzed, the 
arguments to the target function, and the in-set reaching the target function. The generation 
of this file is typically done by the Visualization tool which is discussed in the next section. 
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Figure 23 shows the basic data flow analysis algorithm. The first step is to map the call 
arguments to the parameters, called argument mapping. For each statement in the function 
template it performs the following steps: computes the in-set, analyzes all methods it calls, 
resolves the unresolved read-write pairs, updates the pointer graphs, and generates the out-
set. 
FOR AN INVOKED FUNCTION 
MAP ARGUMENTS 
FOR EACH STATEMENT 
COMPUTE IN-SET 
RESOLVE FUNCTION CALLS 
RESOLVE READ-WRITE PAIRS 
UPDATE POINTER GRAPHS 
COMPUTE OUT-SET 
END 
END 
Figure 23. Algorithm for computing the data flow analysis from the control flow 
analysis for a target function. 
4.2.1. Argument mapping 
The first step in computing the data flow analysis for an invoked function is to map the 
arguments. Argument mapping is simply creating aread-write pair for each parameter in the 
invoked function in which the parameter's argument is the read-set. That is, for each read-
write pair, the parameter becomes the write-set and the variables used to define it (argument) 
is the read-set. In Figure 22 we have the computed CFA for a sample code for which we 
want to analyze a trivial function call of foo(w, y, z). In order to perform the DFA for this 
function call we need the call-site arguments, which we have, and the in-set to the call-site. 
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For simplicity we shall assume that the in-set is empty. That is there are no reaching-
definitions or pointer graphs at the call-site. Figure 24 shows the mapped arguments to the 
right of the function declaration of foo in line 12. 
1: int poly(int a, int b, int x) { 
2: int c; 
3: c=x*x; 
4: retu rn a * c — b; 
5: } 
6: void swap(int* e, int* f) { 
7: int t; 
8: t=*e; 
9: *e = *f; 
10 : *f = t; 
11: } 
12: int foo(int h, int j, int k) { 
13: int m, s, r; 
14: if(h > j) 
15: m=h; 
16: else 
17: m = j; 
18: s=m; 
20: k--; 
21: s += k; 
22: } 
23: r = poly(h, j, s); 
24: swap(&s, &r); 
25 : returns - r; 
26: } 
Figure 24. Mapped arguments shown to the right of the function declaration of foo for 
the function call foo(w, y, z). 
4.2.2. Resolving the statements 
As shown in Figure 23, the next sequence of steps shall be performed on every statement 
in function foo: compute the in-set, resolve function calls, resolve read-write pairs, and 
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update pointer graphs. Because of the interrelated nature of the algorithm, we shall first 
explain each step in detail and then at the end show an example of the algorithm. 
4.2.3. Computation of the in-set 
The first step in resolving a statement is tl~e computation of the in-set from the in-set 
dependencies. In-set dependencies can be categorized into the following three types: (1) all 
dependencies are from former statement, (2) all dependencies are from previous statement, 
and (3) dependencies are from both previous and former statements. We can quickly rule out 
the first case since at least one in-set dependency must come from a prior statement (i.e. a 
statement can not be dependent only on statements that are executed later). Case 2 is the 
simplest of all cases since its dependencies have already been computed and, therefore, we 
union together the out-set of all statements in the in-set dependencies for the current 
statement. For case 3 the solution may not seem so obvious. 
The resolution for case 3 is as follows. Given an in-set dependency for a statement A that 
has a set of dependencies S, the in-set is computed in a two step process. The first step is to 
generate a preliminary in-set using the in-set dependencies from prior statements specified in 
set S. Using the preliminary in-set we continue to perform the data flow analysis until we 
reach the farthest reaching dependency in S . The final step is to re-compute the in-set for 
statement A using the in-sets from the prior statements and from the former statements 
computed with the preliminary in-set. This is demonstrated in an example at the end of this 
section. 
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4.2.4. Resolving read-write pairs 
The next step in resolving statements is to resolve function calls. However, we will skip 
this step for the moment and come back to it in a later section. This leads us to the third step 
which is to resolve read-write pairs. Recall that in a read-write pair we have a set of variables 
being written and a set of variables being read which we can write as 
S written ~— S  read 
Up to this point, the variable set Swritten has contained exactly one variable, but this need not 
always be the case as will be seen shortly. 
Also recall that in an unresolved read-write pair each variable has an additional attribute 
which indicates the indirection level of the variable. To resolve an unresolved read-write pair 
we want the indirection level of every variable in Swritten and Sread to have an indirection level 
of zero or negative one. This means we are only concerned with variables with an indirection 
level of greater than zero. Resolving these variables requires having the their pointer graphs, 
and since the pointer graph is part of the in-set, this information is available for every 
statement in the target function. 
Given a variable set S, the set is resolved as follows. The first step is to create a set S' 
which is a copy of S. Next we iterate through each variable in set S' performing the 
following: if the indirection level N of the current iteration variable V is greater than zero 
than delete variable V from set S; using the pointer graph for variable v, add to set S the 
variables it is pointing-to and assigning them an indirection level of N-1 . After each variable 
in set S' has been iterated through, scan set S for variables with indirection levels greater than 
zero, if any exist then repeat the first step. 
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Figure 25 illustrates this process. VVe are given a set S containing r.2 which needs to be 
resolved and the relevant pointer graphs at this point. In the column "Step 1 " we start by 
creating a copy of set S and assigning it to set S' . Since there is only one variable in set S' 
we only need one iteration. First we remove r.2 from S and then using the pointer graph for 
pointer r we can add p.l and q.l. Notice that the indirection level on the added (resolved 
variables) is one less than that of the resolved variable. After completing the iteration we 
scan S and find that it still contains variables with an indirection level greater than zero, thus 
we must repeat. Again, in step one we make set S' a copy of set S . Now, we have two 
variables in set S' and thus we must have two iterations. In the first iteration we resolve p.l 
by removing it from set S and adding its pointing-to set. Similarly, in the second iteration we 
remove q.l and add its pointing-to set. The initial set S has now been resolved since all 
variables in it have an indirection level of less than or equal to zero. 
Initial Conditions 
S = {r.2} 
p -> {x, y} 
r -> {p, q} 
ALGORITHM 
Step 1 First Iteration Second Iteration 
Figure 25. Step-by-step example for resolving the unresolved read-write pair S = {r.2}. 
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4.2.5. Updating pointer graphs 
The step following the resolving of read-write pairs in Figure 23 is the updating of pointer 
graphs. Updating pointer graphs requires reflecting any points-to changes made to a pointer 
variable as a result of a statement's read-write pairs. 
Given that aread-write pair has modified a pointer variable P, it must be reflected by 
updating the pointer graph for variable P. First off we can divide pointer assignments into 
two categories: direct assignments or pointer copies. In a direct assignment, the pointer 
variable is being assigned the address of a variable, i.e. p = &a. In a pointer copy, the pointer 
variable is duplicating the pointer graph of the pointer being read, i.e. p 1 = p2. 
The process of updating pointer graphs is fairly straight-forward, however, we should 
discuss a common situation that occurs in data flow analysis but not typically during program 
execution. This situation occurs when multiple variables are in the read-set of an assignment. 
Figure 26 illustrates how this could occur during program execution, however, these 
statements would rarely produce useful results. In this figure there are three statements and 
their corresponding read-write pairs. Looking at line 1 we see that pointer p is being assigned 
the sum of the address of variable a and variable b. After this statement is executed the 
pointer graph for pointer p points to neither variable a or variable b. In other words, the 
pointer graph for pointer p is unknown. The same situation occurs in lines 2 and 3. 
Problematic cases 
1: p = &a + &b; p.0 <_ {a.-1, b.-1 } 
2: p = &a + p2; p.0 <_ {a.-1, p2.0} 
3: p = p2 + p3; p.0 <_ {p2.0, p3.0} 
Figure 26. Problematic pointer cases involving multiple variables in the read-set of a 
pointer assignment. 
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In data flow analysis, however, having multiple variables in a pointer assignment read-set 
is common. Figure 27 illustrates such a situation. At line S, pointer p is pointing-to multiple 
variables, a and b. For data flow analysis this is acceptable, and we treat it as pointer p could 
be pointing to either variable a or b. Thus, to resolve the read-write pair we simply copy the 
pointer graph for pointer p to pointer q. 
1: if (f) 
2: 
3: else 
4: 
5:q=p; 
p=&a; 
p = &b; 
p -> {a} 
p -> {b} 
p -> {a, b} 
q -> {a, b} 
Figure 27. Example showing how multiple variables occur in a pointer assignment 
read-set. 
4.2.6. Incomplete example of the DFA algorithm 
At this point we have enough information about the DFA algorithm that we can resolve 
the first few statements of Figure 24. Figure 28 shows function foo with its mapped 
arguments and its unresolved read-write pairs in the center column along and the in-set 
dependencies in the right column. 
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12: int foo(int h, int j, int k) { h <_ {w}, j <_ {y}, k <_ {z} 
13: int m, s, r; 
14: if(h > j) OUT(12) 
15: m = h; m.0 <_ {h.0} OUT(14) 
16: else 
17: m = j; m.0 <_ {j.0} OUT(14) 
18: s = m; s.0 <_ {m.0} OUT(15) U OUT(17) 
19: while(k > 0) { OUT(18) U OUT(21) 
20: k--; k.0 <_ {k.0} OUT(19) 
21: s += k; s.0 <_ {s.0, k.0} OUT(20) 
22: } 
23: r = poly(h, j, s); r.0 <_ {poly(h.0, j.0, s.0)} OUT(19) 
24: swap(&s, &r); swaps.-1, r.-1) OUT(23) 
25: return s - r; return <_ {s.0, r.0} OUT(24) 
26: } 
Figure 28. Function foo with its unresolved read-write pairs, in-set dependencies, and 
its mapped arguments. 
Following along in Figure 29 we start by resolving statement 14. The steps from Figure 
23 indicate that for all statements we need to (1) resolve the in-set, (2) resolve the function 
calls, (3) resolve the read-write pairs, (4) update the pointer graphs, and (5) compute the out- 
set. The first step is to resolve the in-set dependency of OUT(12) which is the out-set of 
argument mapping. For the next steps 2 through 4 there is nothing to do since statement 14 
does not have any function calls or read-write pairs. The final step is to compute the out-set 
[14]. Since statement 14 did not modify any variables its out-set is the same as its in-set. 
The out-set of statement 14 now becomes the in-set of statement 15 as indicated by the in- 
set dependency of OUT(14). For this statement, there is also nothing to do for step 2. For 
step 3 we resolve the read-write pair by removing the indirection level attribute of zero. 
Since the read-write pair of this statement doesn't modify any pointer variables there is 
nothing to do for step 4. Finally, we compute the out-set of statement 15 which yields 
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{ h@ 12, j @ 12, k cr 12, m@ 15 } . Statement 17 is similar to statement 15 but produces a 
different out-set of {h@ 12, j@ 12, k@ 12, m@ 17; . 
In statement 18 we encounter a multiple in-set dependency which requires the union of the 
out-set from statements 18 and 21. This union results in a resolved in-set of {h@12, j@12, 
k@ 12, m@ 15, m@ 17; . We resolve the read-write pairs by dropping the indirection level of 
zero and then finally compute the out-set of ~h@ 12, j @ 12, k@ 12, m@ 15, m@ 17, s@ 18 } . 
12: int foo(int h, int j, int k) { h <_ {w}, j <_ {y}, k <_ {z} 
13: int m, s, r; 
14: if(h > j) 
16: else 
19: 
20: 
21: 
22: 
23: 
24: 
25: 
26: } 
while(k > 0) { 
} 
swap(&s, &r); 
return s - r; 
r.0 <_ {poly(h.0, j.0, s.0)} 
swaps.-1, r.-1) 
return <_ {s.0, r.0} 
{h@12, j@12, k@12} 
{h@12, j@12, k@12} 
{h@12, j@12, k@12} 
{h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m@17} 
OUT(18) U OUT(21) 
OUT(19) 
OUT(20) 
OUT(19) 
OUT(23) 
OUT(24) 
Figure 29. Resolved statements of function foo up to statement 19 where the center 
column indicates the read-write pairs and the right column shows the in-set. 
In statement 19 we encounter a type 3 in-set dependency where the dependencies occur 
both before and after statement 19. Thus, to resolve this in-set dependency we must first 
compute a preliminary in-set with what we already know which is the out-set of statement 18. 
We shall use this in-set to continue to resolve statements until we encounter statement 21 
which is the statement needed to finish computing the in-set of statement 19, as shown in 
Figure 30. 
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For statement 19 there is nothing to do for steps 2 through 4 so we compute the out-set 
from the partial in-set from OUT(18) which yields: {h@ 12, j@ 12, k@ 12, m@ 15, m@ 17, 
s@ 18 } . For statement 20, the in-set is the out-set of statement 19. Next, the resolved read- 
write pair is the dropped indirection level attribute of zero. Finally, the out-set of statement 
20 is computed as { h@ 12, j @ 12, m@ 15, m@ 17, s@ 18, k@20 } . Resolving statement 21 
yields an out-set of { h@ 12, j @ 12, m@ 15, m@ 17, s@ 18, k@20, s@21 } . 
18: 
19: 
20: 
21: 
22: 
23: 
24: 
25: 
26: } 
s=m; 
while(k > 0) { 
k--; 
s += k; 
} 
swap(&s, &r); 
return s - r; 
s <_ {m} 
k <_ {k} 
s <_ {s, k} 
r.0 <_ {poly(h.0, j.0, s.0)} 
swaps.-1, r.-1) 
return <_ {s.0, r.0} 
{h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m@17} 
{h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m@17, s@18} U OUT(21) 
{h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m@17, s@18} 
{h@12, j@12, m@15, m@17, 
s@18, k@20} 
OUT(19) 
OUT(23) 
OUT(24) 
Figure 30. Partially resolved statements of function foo up from statement 19 to 
statement 21 where the center column shows the read-write pairs and the right column 
shows the in-set. 
Now that we have the out-set of statement 21 we shall recomputed the in-set to statement 
19 which results in an in-set of {h@ 12, j@ 12, k@ 12, m@ 15, m@ 17, s@ 18, k@20, s@21 } . 
Using the new in-set for statement 19 we resolve again statements 19 through 21, shown in 
Figure 31. 
The next statement to be resolved is statement 23 whose in-set is the out-set of statement 
19. In resolving statement 23 we encounter a function call to poly, however, in order to 
resolve this statement we must first explain how function calls are resolved. 
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18: s = m; 
20: k--; 
21: s += k; 
22: 
23: r = poly(h, j, s); 
24: swap(&s, &r); 
25: return s - r; 
26: } 
} 
s <_ {m} 
k <_ {k} 
s <_ {s, k} 
{h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m@17} 
{h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m @ 17, s@ 18, k@20, s@21 } 
{h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m @ 17, s@ 18, k@20, s@21 } 
{h@12, j@12, m@15, m@17, 
s@18, k@20, s@21 } 
r.0 <_ {poly(h.0, j.0, s.0)} {h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m @ 17, s@ 18, k@20, s@21 } 
swaps.-1, r.-1) OUT(23) 
return <_ {s.0, r.0} OUT(24) 
Figure 31. Resolved statements of function foo up to statement 21 where the center 
column shows the read-write pairs and the right column shows the in-set. 
4.2.7. Analyzing function calls 
An invoked function can affect the variables visible to the calling function in three ways: 
via its return value, modifying global variables, and through pointer parameters. To account 
for these affects we must compute the method-effect and return-effect for the call-site. To 
illustrate the behavior of the method-effect and the return-effect lets look at the two call-sites 
in Figure 24. Looking at the call to function poly in statement 23 we see that variable r is 
being defined by the return result of function poly. Moreover, variable r is being defined by 
variables h, j and s. This is accounted for by the return-effect. We also see that function poly 
does not modify any global variables or other variables of function foo through pointer 
parameters. 
In statement 24 we have function swap being called which has a return type of void. As a 
result it does not have areturn-effect. Therefore, any variables it modifies visible to function 
foo must be returned by the method-effect. We see at the call site that the address of 
variables s and r are being passed to function swap. After the execution of function swap, 
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variable s will be dependent on variable r and variable r will be dependent on variable s. We, 
therefore, have two read-write pairs in the method-effect: s <_ {r} and r <_ {s; . 
Let us now more formally define and explain the implementation of the method-effect and 
the return-effect. The method-effect is a variable set containing the reaching-uses of every 
variable in the out-set of the called function that are visible to the calling function. The 
return-effect is a variable set containing the reaching-uses of the called function's return 
statement that are visible to the calling function. Obviously, the return-effect is only 
computed on functions with non-void return types. 
Before the method-effect or the return-effect can be computed for a called function, the 
data flow analysis on the called function must first be computed using the initial conditions 
from the call-site. This will of course resolve the read-write pairs, update the pointer graphs, 
and compute the out-set for the statements in the called function. 
To compute the method-effect we first subtract the in-set to the function from the out-set 
of the function to create a new set S. In set S, identify every variable that is not local to the 
called function and remove all of its associated definitions (i.e. if the variable is not local to 
the called function it must be visible to the calling function). For each variable in set S we 
will perform aback-slice on it; this results in a slice tree for each variable. The leaf variables 
of the slice tree that are not local to the called function become the reaching-uses for the 
sliced variable. 
To compute the return-effect we first back-slice the return statement of the called function. 
This will result in a slice tree of the return statement. The return-effect (i.e. reaching-uses) is 
the leaf variables of the slice tree that are not local to the called function. If a called function 
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has more than one return statement then the return-effect of the function becomes the union 
of the reaching-uses of each of the return statements. 
4.2.8. Completing the DFA algorithm example 
Using the method-effect and return-effect we can resolve statement 23 in Figure 31. The 
first step in computing the method-effect and return-effect is to compute the data flow 
analysis for the called function poly. We begin by establishing the initial conditions to 
function poly. That is we map the call site arguments, and the in-set to statement 23 becomes 
the in-set to function poly, as shown in Figure 32. Using the initial conditions we now 
complete the data flow analysis by resolving each statement in function poly as shown in 
Figure 33. 
To compute the method-effect we first subtract the in-set from the out-set of function poly. 
This results in the set S of {a@1, b@1, x@1, c@3}. Next we identify and remove all 
variable definitions that contain variables local to function poly in set S. This leaves us with 
an empty set. Therefore, this call to function poly has an empty method-effect. 
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24: 
25: 
26: 
1: int poly(int a, int b, int x) { a <_ {h}, b <_ {j}, x <_ {s} {h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m @ 17, s@ 18, k@20, s@21 } 
2: int c; 
3: c=x*x; c.0<={x.0} OUT(1) 
4: return a ~ c - b; return <_ {a.0, c.0, b.0} OUT(3) 
5: } 
6: void swap(int* e, int* f} { 
7: int t; 
11: } 
12: int foo(int h, int j, int k) { h <_ {w}, j <_ {y}, k <_ {z} 
13: int m, s, r; 
14: if(h > j) {h@12, j@12, k@12} 
15: m = h; m <_ {h} {h@12, j@12, k@12} 
16: else 
20: k--; 
21: s += k; 
k <_ {k} 
s <_ {s, k} 
OUT(6) 
OUT(8) 
OUT(9) 
{h@12, j@12, k@12} 
{h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m@17} 
{h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m @ 17, s@ 18, k@20, s@21 } 
{h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m@ 17, s@ 18, k@20, s@21 } 
{h@12, j@12, m@15, m@17, 
s@18, k@20, s@21 } 
22: } 
23: r = poly(h, j, s); r.0 <_ {poly(h.0, j.0, s.0)} {h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m@ 17, s@ 18, k@20, s@21 } 
swap(&s, &r); swaps.-1, r.-1 } OUT(23) 
return s - r; return <_ {s.0, r.0} OUT(24) 
} 
Figure 32. Establishing the initial conditions for the call to function poly from 
its call-site in statement 24. 
To compute the return-effect for the call to function poly we first back-slice the return 
statement which generates the slice tree shown in Figure 34. The next step is to create a set S 
which contains the leaf nodes of the slice tree, this yields S = {h, j, s } . The final step is to 
remove all local variables from set S. Since all variables in set S are non-local, the return-
effect is then {h, j, s } . Using the return-effect we can now resolve the read-write pair in 
statement 23 by replacing poly(h.0, j.0, s.0) with the return-effect, as shown in Figure 35. 
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Finally, we finish out statement 23 by computing its out-set of {h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m@17, s@18, k@20, s@21, r(a~23}.
1: int poly(int a, int b, int x) { a <_ {h}, b <_ {l}, x <_ {s} {h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m @ 17, s@ 18, k@20, s@21 } 
2: int c; 
3: c = x * x; c <_ {x} {h @ 12, j @ 12, k@ 12, m @ 15, 
m @ 17, s@ 18, k@20, s@21, 
a@1, b@1, x@1 } 
4: retu rn a * c - b; return <_ {a, c, b} {h @ 12, j @ 12, k@ 12, m @ 15, 
m @ 17, s@ 18, k@20, s@21, 
a@ 1, b@ 1, x@ 1, c@3} 
5: } 
Figure 33. Computed data flow analysis of function poly using the initial conditions 
from the call-site at statement 23. 
r 
~, 
', return 
Figure 34. Back-slice of return statement in function poly. 
In statement 24 we begin by resolving the in-set dependency which is the out-set of 
statement 23. The next step requires the function call swap to be resolved. We begin by 
applying the initial conditions to function swap as shown in Figure 36. Notice that the 
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function parameters are pointer variables. As a result the mapping of the arguments causes 
the pointer graphs to be updated for variables e and f. 
12: int foo(int h, int j, int k) { h <_ {w}, j <_ {y}, k <_ {z} 
13: int m, s, r; 
14: if(h > j) {h@12, j@12, k@12} 
15: m = h; m <_ {h} {h @ 12, j @ 12, k@ 12} 
16: else 
17: m = j; m <_ {j} {h@12, j@12, k@12} 
18: s= m; s <_ {m} {h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m@17} 
19: while(k > 0) { {h@12, j@i2, k@12, m@15, 
m@ 17, s@ 18, k@20, s@21 } 
20: k--; k <_ {k} {h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m@17, s@18, k@20, s@21} 
21: s += k; s <_ {s, k} {h@12, j@12, m@15, m@17, 
s@18, k@20, s@21 } 
22: } 
23: r = poly(h, j, s); r <_ {h, j, s} {h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m@17, s@18, k@20, s@21} 
24: swap(&s, &r); swaps.-1, r.-1 } {h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m @ 17, s@ 18, k@20, s@21, 
r@23} 
25: return s - r; return <_ {s.0, r.0} OUT(24) 
26: } 
Figure 35. Resolved statement 23. 
6: void swap(int'~ e, int* f) { e <_ {&s}, f <_ {&r} {h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m@17, s@18, k@20, s@21, 
r@23} 
7: int t; 
8: t = ~e; t.0 <_ {e.1 } OUT(6) 
10: ~f = t; f.1 <_ {t.0} OUT(9) 
11: } 
Figure 36. Initial conditions for analysis of function swap from call-site in statement 24. 
Again, the first step in computing the method-effect and return-effect is to compute the 
data flow analysis for the called function. Figure 37 shows the computed data flow analysis 
for function swap using the initial conditions from statement 34. We do not need to compute 
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the return-effect since the return type of this function is void. To compute the method-effect 
we begin by subtracting the in-set to function swap from the out-set of function swap, 
resulting in set S of {e@6, f@6, t@8, s@9, r@10}. Next we remove all local variables from 
set S which yields S = {s@9, r@10}. The final step is to back-slice the remaining variables 
in set S and generate aread-write pair for each variable using the leaf nodes of the slice tree 
as the read-set. This results in the read-write pairs of s <_ {r} and r <_ {s}; this is the 
method-effect. We can now resolve the read-write pair in statement 24 by replacing it with 
its method-effect from analysis of function swap, as shown in Figure 38. Finally, we finish 
off the data flow analysis of function foo by resolving statement 24. 
6: void swap(int* e, int* f) { e <_ {&s}, f <_ {&r} {h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
e -> {s}, f -> {r} m @ 17, s@ 18, k@20, s@21, 
r@23} 
7: int t; 
8: t= tee; t <_ {s} {h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
e -> {s}, f -> {r} m@17, s@18, k@20, s@21, 
r@23, e@6, f@6} 
9: *e = *f; s <_ {r} {h @ 12, j @ 12, k@ 12, m @ 15, 
e -> {s}, f -> {r} m@17, s@18, k@20, s@21, 
r@23, e@6, f@6, t@8} 
10: *f = t; r <_ {t} {h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
e -> {s}, f -> {r} m@17, s@18, k@20, s@21, 
r@23, e@6, f@6, t@8, s@9} 
11: } 
Figure 37. Data flow analysis of function swap using the initial conditions at statement 
24. 
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12: int foo(int h, int j, int k) { h <_ {w}, j <_ {y}, k <_ {z} 
13: int m, s, r; 
14: if(h > j) {h@12, j@12, k@12} 
15: m = h; m <_ {h} {h@12, j@12, k@12} 
16: else 
17: m = j; m <_ {j} {h@12, j@12, k@12} 
18: s= m; s <_ {m} {h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m@17} 
19: while(k > 0) { {h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m @ 17, s@ 18, k@20, s@21 } 
20: k--; k <_ {k} {h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m@ 17, s@ 18, k@20, s@21 } 
21: s += k; s <_ {s, k} {h@12, j@12, m@15, m@17, 
s@18, k@20, s@21 } 
22: } 
23: r = poly(h, j, s); r <_ {h, j, s} 
24: swap(&s, &r); s <_ {r}, r <_ {s} 
25: return s - r; 
26: } 
return <_ {s, r} 
{h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m@ 17, s@ 18, k@20, s@21 } 
{h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m@17, s@18, k@20, s@21, 
r@23} 
{h@12, j@12, k@12, m@15, 
m@17, k@20, r@24, s@24} 
Figure 38. Completed data flow analysis of function foo. 
4.2.9. Implementing the back-slice 
To finish up the data flow analysis section we shall discuss the implementation of the 
back-slice algorithm. The algorithm requires as inputs: the variable to slice, the starting 
point, and the computed data flow analysis of the function containing the variable to be 
sliced. 
The algorithm begins by searching the read-write pairs for the first definition of the slice 
variable by starting at the starting statement and iterating towards the beginning of the 
function. If the slice variable is not found the algorithm returns an empty slice tree. If the 
slice variable is found then a definition set S is created. The reaching-definitions of the read-
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set of the found read-write pair is added to set S. The reaching-definitions are obtained using 
the in-set to the statement that contains the found read-write pair. 
The algorithm then continues to iterate towards the beginning of the function checking to 
see if any variables in set S are defined in the current statement. If so, the found definitions 
are removed from set S. Then using the read-write pairs for the found definitions, the 
reaching-definitions of their read-set is added to set S. This process continues until set S is 
empty or the beginning of the function is reached. Note, the slice tree is appended to each 
time a variable definition is found. The root of the tree is always the variable being sliced. 
To illustrate the back-slice algorithm we shall step through the back-slice of the return 
statement of function foo from Figure 38 starting from the last statement. The algorithm 
starts at statement 25 where it finds the definition of return, shown in Figure 39. Using the 
read-set of return, { s, r} , it finds the reaching-definitions of variable s and r and adds them to 
the set S, { s@24, r@24 } . Iterating to statement 24, the algorithm finds the variable 
definitions s@24 and r@,24 from set S. First the found definitions are removed from set S 
and then the reaching-definitions of variables r and s are added to set S, {r@23, s@ 18, 
s@21 } . Iterating to statement 23, the algorithm finds the variable definition for r ~a 23 . 
Again, variable definition r@23 is removed from set S and the reaching-definitions of 
variables h, j and s are added to set S, {h@ 12, j @ 12, s@ 18, s@21 } . Note that definitions 
s@ 18 and s@21 are already in set S. Since all definitions in a set must be unique, they will 
not be added twice. 
Iterating continues to statement 22 where the algorithm finds no definitions in set S, 
therefore, set S remains unchanged. At statement 21, the variable definition s@21 is found. 
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As before, definition s@21 is removed from set S and the reaching-definitions of its read-set 
are added to set S, { s@ 18, s@21, k@20 } . This process continues until the algorithm reaches 
statement 12 which is the beginning of the function. At this point the found variable 
definitions j@ 12, k@ 12, and h@ 12 are removed from set S, the read-set variables w, y, and z 
are added to the slice tree and the algorithm terminates. The generated slice tree is shown in 
Figure 40. 
Current 
Stateme 
nt 
Slice Definition Set S 
Entering Statement 
Found Definitions Applicable Read-Write 
Pairs 
25 { } return@25 I return <_ {s, r} 
24 {s@24, r@24} s@24, r(c~24 s <_ {r}, r <_ {s} 
23 {r@23, s@18, s@21 } r@23 r <_ {h, j, s} 
22 {s@18, s@21, h@12, 
12} 
21 {s@18, s@21, h@12, 
12} 
s@21 s <_ {s, k} 
20 {s@18, h@21, j@12, s@21, 
k@20 } 
k@20 k <_ {k} 
19 {s@18, h@21, j@12, s@21, 
k@12, k@20} 
18 {s@18, h@21, j@12, s@21, 
k@ 12, k@20 } 
s@18 s <_ {m} 
17 {h@21, j@,12, s@21, k@12, 
k@20, m@ 15, m~a 17 } 
m@17 m <_ {j} 
16 {h@21, j@12, s@21, k@12, 
k@20, m@ 15 } 
15 {h@21, j@12, s@21, k@12, 
k(a 20, m@ 15 } 
m@15 m <_ {h} 
14 {h@21, j@12, s@21, k@12, 
k(a 20, h(a 12 } 
13 {h@21, j@12, s@21, k@12, 
k@20, h@ 12 } 
12 {h@21, j@12, s@21, k@12, 
k~a 20, h 12 } 
j@12, k@12, h@12 h<= {w}, j <_ {y}, k <_ {z} 
Figure 39. Back-slice of the return statement in function foo. 
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Figure 40. Slice tree of the back-slice of the return statement in function foo. 
4.3. Visualization tool 
The visualization tool provides a graphical user interface for PT4C tool. The visualization 
tool requires the XCIL, S/C, RWA, and source files of the target C code. The current 
implementation requires that the XCIL and S/C files be compiled by command line since the 
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XCC compiler is located on a remote server and is not directly part of the PT4C tool-set. 
However, the RWA file may generated through use of another GUI window. Figure 41 
shows the PT4C Project Window. This window allows the source code, S/C, and XCIL file 
to be selected for use in generating the RWA file, CFA file, and launching the visualization 
tool. Once the source, S/C, and XCIL files have been selected, the user can click the 
Generate R/W button to launch the R/W analysis tool to generate the RWA file. After the 
RWA ale has been generated, the user can click the Generate CFA button to launch the CFA 
tool to generate the CFA ~ le. After this is done, the user can click on the Visualization Tool 
button to launch the visualization tool. 
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Figure 41. PT4C Project Window 
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Figure 42 shows the visualization tool for the ~ les selected in the Project Window from 
Figure 41. The top window displays the target source C ~ le and the bottom window provides 
a set of tabbed windows that allows inspecting of various data flow aspects of the source file. 
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Figure 42. Visualization Tool 
To begin the analysis, the user scrolls down to find the function to be data flow analyzed. 
In Figure 43, the function dsread is being selected for data flow analysis. This is done by 
clicking on the word "dsread" which in turn causes the word to be highlight in cyan. Right 
clicking on the highlighted area shows apop-up menu which provides a "Analyze method" 
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selection. Clicking on this selection invokes the data flow analyzer. The initial conditions to 
the analysis will be an empty in-set, and a default set of arguments will be automatically 
generated. 
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Figure 43. Selecting function dsread for data flow analysis. 
Shown in Figure 44, once the data flow analysis is complete, the line number to the left of 
the function declaration is highlighted in yellow to indicate that data flow information is 
available for this function. Clicking on the variable d~~-ptr in the statement on line 184 allows 
the user to view the read-write pairs, reaching-definitions, pointer graphs, and 
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pointer/memory analysis errors for the statement. Two other options available for a selected 
variable are global points-to-me graph and global pointer graph. The global points-to-me 
graph shows a list of all variables that could point to the selected variable at some point in the 
analyzed function. The global pointer graph shows a list of all variables that the selected 
pointer variable could be pointing-to at some point in the function. 
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Figure 44. Inspecting the statement at line 184 after generating the data flow analysis 
for function dsread. 
Other features available in the right mouse click popup menu include highlighting 
statements that manipulate pointers, highlighting statements that generate pointer/memory 
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errors, highlighting statements that are in the selected statement's reaching-definitions, and 
highlighting statements that affected the pointer graph of the selected pointer variable. Figure 
45 shows result of selecting highlight statements that generate pointer/memory errors from 
the popup menu. Here a statement that generated pointer/memory errors is highlighted in red. 
Clicking on the statement and selecting the pointer analysis tab allows viewing the reported 
errors. Since the errors occurred in the called function dskenq, the user may want to 
investigate further to see exactly which statements inside dskenq generated the errors. To do 
this, the user simply needs to click on dskenq and select analyze call-site from the popup 
menu. This will invoke the data flow analyzer to analyze function dskenq using the initial 
conditions present at the call- site. The user may then scroll up to the body definition of 
dskenq and explore the resultant analysis. 
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Figure 45. Inspecting highlighted expression to view the generated pointer errors. 
The visualization tool also provides access to the back-slicer. Figure 46 shows an 
example of the back-slice of variable e from the statement at line 66. The back-slice of 
variable e is invoked by clicking on variable e to highlight it, then selecting back-slice from 
the right click popup menu. After the slice tree has been computed, the visualization tool 
highlights every statement in the tree. 
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Figure 46. Back-slice of variable a from statement at line 66. Statements that affect 
the value of variable a are highlighted in green. 
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CHAPTER 5. Conclusion 
We have presented afine-grained, point specific, inter-procedural program analysis tool, 
and its implementation, that separates itself from similar existing tools in its ability to 
perform data flow analysis at the statement level. In addition, the tool also performs pointer 
and dynamic memory error checking. The level of detail provided at each statement includes 
in-set, read-write pairs, pointer graphs, and identified pointer and dynamic memory errors. 
The built-in visualization tool provides a graphical user interface allowing the user to control 
the PT4C tool. In addition, the visualization tool provides highlighting of pointer errors, 
highlighting of dynamic memory errors, building global points-to-me graphs, and building 
global pointer graphs. 
PT4C is a powerful program analysis tool, however, we foresee a few improvements that 
could be made. First, additional data mining tools could be added, specifically forward-
slicing and chopping. Second, the ability to ignore user selected execution paths during the 
analysis. For example, the software engineer may notice that a certain execution path may 
never be taken under the current simulation conditions. In this case, the software engineer 
may instruct PT4C to ignore this execution path during the analysis, thereby, creating more 
concise results. 
The following section presents two case studies analyzing the XINU operating system for 
pointer and dynamic memory errors using the PT4C tool. 
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APPENDIX A: Case Study One 
We present a case study using the PT4C tool to identify memory and pointer errors for a 
function in the XINU operating system code [3]. We analyze the function dsread to 
determine if the memory allocated by the call to getbuf is properly freed before the function 
terminates. 
Inside function dsread, after the memory is allocated by function getbuf, function dskenq 
is called. Function dskenq takes the read request node generated by dsread and inserts it into 
the pending disk request list. Function dskenq further calls function dskopt to optimize disk 
requests to the same block. Figure 47 shows the XINU code for functions dsread, dskgopt, 
and dskenq. 
int dskgopt(struct dreq *p, struct dreq *q, struct dreq *drptr) 
{ 
char * to, *from; 
int i; 
DBADDR block; 
/* By definition, sync requests cannot be optimized. Also, */ 
/*cannot optimize read requests if already reading. */ 
if (drptr->drop==DSYNC ~ ~ (drptr->drop==DREAD && p->drop==DREAD)) 
return (SYSERR) ; 
i f (drptr->drop == DSEEK ) 
f reebu f (drptr) ; 
return (OK) ; 
} 
{ 
i f (p->drop == DSEEK) { 
drptr->drnext = p->drnext; 
q->drnext = drptr; 
freebuf (p) ; 
return (OK) ; 
} 
/* ignore extraneous seeks */ 
/* replace existing seeks */ 
if (p->drop==DWRITE && drptr->drop==DWRITE) 
drptr->drnext = p->drnext; 
q->drnext = drptr; 
{ /* dup write * 
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f reebuf (p->drbuf f) ; 
freebuf (p) ; 
return (OK) ; 
} 
if (drptr->drop==DREAD && p->drop==DWRITE) { /* satisfy read */ 
to = drptr->drbuff; 
from = p->drbuf f ; 
for (i=0 i<DBUFSIZ i++) 
* to++ _ *from++; 
return (OK) ; 
} 
if (drptr->drop==DWRITE && p->drop==DREAD) { /* sat. old read*/ 
block = drptr->drdba; 
from = drptr->drbuff; 
for (; p!=DRNULL && p->drdba==block p=p->drnext) { 
q->drnext = p->drnext; 
to = p->drbuff; 
for (i=0 i<DBUFS I Z i++ ) 
*to++ _ *from++; 
p->drstat = OK; 
ready (p->drpid, RESCHNO) ; 
} 
drptr->drnext = p; 
q->drnext = drptr; 
resched () ; 
return (OK) ; 
} 
return (SYSERR) ; 
} 
int dskenq(struct dreg *drptr, struct dsblk *dsptr) 
{ 
struct dreq *p, *q; 
DBADDR block; 
int st; 
/* q follows p through requests */ 
i f ( (q=dspt r->dregl s t) _= DRNULL ) { 
dsptr->dreglst = drptr; 
drptr->drnext = DRNULL; 
dskstrt (dsptr) ; 
return (DONQ) ; 
} 
block = drptr->drdba; 
for (p = q->drnext p ! = DRNULL q=p, p=p->drnext) { 
i f (p->drdba==block & & (st=ds kgopt (p, q, drptr) ! =SYSERR) ) 
return (st) ; 
i f ( (q->drdba <= block & & block < p->drdba) 
(q->drdba >= block && block > p->drdba) ) { 
drptr->drnext = p; 
q->drnext = drptr; 
return (DONQ) ; 
} 
} 
drptr->drnext = DRNULL; 
q->drnext = drptr; 
return (DONQ) ; 
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} 
int dsread (struct devsw *devptr, char *buff, DBADDR block) 
{ 
} 
struct dreq *drptr; 
int stat; 
char ps; 
disable (ps) ; 
drptr = (struct dreq *) getbuf (dskrbp) ; 
drptr->drdba = block; 
drptr->drpid = currpid; 
drptr->drbuff = buff; 
drptr->drop = DREAD; 
if ( (stat=dskenq (drptr, devptr->dvioblk) ) _= DONQ) 
suspend (currpid) ; 
stat = drptr->drstat; 
} 
freebuf (drptr) ; 
restore (ps) ; 
return (stat) ; 
{ 
Figure 47. XINU operating system code for function dsread including the functions 
dskenq and dskgopt. 
The analysis sta~~ts by opening the Project Window and loading the already compiled 
XINU source in XCIL and S/C format. Next the RWA file and the CFA file are generated, 
and finally the visualization tool is launched. In the Visualization tool we highlight and 
perform data flow analysis on the function dsread. Next we select from the popup menu to 
have all the statements highlighted that have generated memory/pointer errors. We notice 
that there are two statements which are highlighted, a call to function dskenq and a call to 
function freebuf. At this point we click on the statement calling function dskenq to view the 
generated pointer/memory errors, as shown in Figure 48. 
From the Pointer Analysis tab we see a number of pointer/memory errors that were 
generated in the function call to dskenq. To get further information on these errors we 
proceed to analyze this call-site. Figure 49 shows the results of the analysis with the 
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statements containing pointer/memory errors highlighted in red. Again we see two 
highlighted statements, one contains a call to function dskgopt and the other is the return 
statement. Clicking on the dskgopt statement we see a number of errors in the Pointer 
Analysis tab window. It appears that the call to dskgopt is the source of these errors so we 
will again analyze this call-site. 
Figure 50 and Figure 51 show results of the function dskgopt call-site analysis. Looking 
at the statements highlighted in red we have finally narrowed down non-function call 
statements that are generating the errors. This is the point where we need to inspect the 
errors closely to find the potential causes. If we look back at the code for function dsread we 
notice that in line 188 the structure field drop is being assigned the value DREAD. If we 
apply this information to the analysis of dskgopt we notice that the statement in line 102 can 
not be executed if function dsread is in the root of the call-tree since the if-statement in line 
101 requires variable drptr->drop to be equal to DSEEK. If we analyze the remainder of the 
highlighted statements this way we see that only the statements inside the if-statement at line 
121 could be executed. 
The error generated by the statement in line 123 reads: "135658244: Possible unassigned 
pointer (p.drbuff,135644436.135078752) is being dereferenced before it has been assigned!". 
The result of this error may be due to a logic error in implementing the function dskenq or 
due to the fact that dskgopt is being invoked inside a for loop that is iterating through a 
linked list of nodes. In either case, this is not a memory allocation issue, so we shall ignore 
lt. 
Armed with this new knowledge we comment out the non-effecting statements in 
function dskgopt and rerun the analysis. The results of this analysis is shown in Figure 52. 
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Notice that there is only one highlighted expression with amemory/pointer error. The 
Pointer Analysis tab window indicates that the error was generated by a possible unassigned 
pointer. Again, this is not a memory allocation error, therefore, we ignore it and conclude 
that the function dsread properly handles the memory it allocated by the function getbuf in 
Line 184. 
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Figure 48. Data flow analysis of function dsread. Statements with pointer/memory 
errors has been selected and are highlighted in red. 
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Figure 50. Data flow analysis of function dskgopt from the call-site in function dskenq 
at line 163. Statements with pointer/memory errors has been selected and are 
highlighted in red. 
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Figure 51. Remainder of data flow analysis of function dskgopt from the call-site in 
function dskenq at line 163. Statements with pointer/memory errors has been selected 
and are highlighted in red. 
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Figure 52. Data flow analysis of function dsread with the non-impact effects of function 
dskgopt commented out. 
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APPENDIX B: Case Study Two 
We present a second case study using the PT4C tool to identify memory/pointer errors for 
a function in the XINU operating system code. For this case study we shall analyze the 
function dswrite. Like function dsread, function dswrite allocates memory through a call to 
getbuf and then calls dskenq to insert the write request in the pending disk queue. Function 
dskenq further calls function dskopt to optimize disk requests to the same block. Figure 53 
shows the XINU code for functions dswrite, and Figure 47 show the code for dskgopt, and 
dskenq. 
int dswrite (struct devsw *devptr, char *buff, DBADDR block) 
{ 
struct dreg *drptr; 
char ps; 
disable (ps) ; 
drptr = (struct dreg *) getbuf (dskrbp) ; 
drptr->drbuff = buff; 
drptr->drdba = block; 
drptr->drpid = currpid; 
drptr->drop = DWRITE; 
dskenq (drptr, devptr->dviobl k) ; 
restore (ps) ; 
return (OK) ; 
} 
Figure 53. Implementation of XINU function dswrite. 
Skimming through the implementation of function dswrite, notice that it does not contain 
an explicit statement to free the memory allocated by getbuf. This is because the allocated 
memory is freed after its contents is written to the disk by the interrupt dsinter, shown in 
Figure 54. Notice also that on a write condition, interrupt dsinter frees the memory pointed 
to by drptr->drbuff and then frees drptr. Since the memory being assigned to drptr->drbuff is 
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being passed in as an argument to function dswrite we can not properly analyze it since the 
analysis depends on how the calling function is implemented. However, we can analyze the 
memot~-y allocated to drptr in function dswrite. If function dswrite works properly then we 
should have a definite memory leak on variable drptr when dswrite terminates. 
INTPROC dsinter (dsptr) 
struct dsblk *drptr; 
{ 
struct 
struct 
dtc *dtptr; 
dreg *drptr; 
dtptr = drptr->dcsr; 
drptr = dsptr->dreglst; 
if (drptr == DRNULL} { 
panic("Disk interrupt when disk not busy"); 
return; 
} 
if (dtptr->dt csr & DTERROR) 
drptr->drstat = SYSERR; 
else 
drptr->drstat = OK; 
if ( (drptr->dreglst=drptr->drnext) != DRNULL) 
dskstrt (drptr) ; 
switch (drptr->drop) { 
case DREAD: 
case DSYNC: 
ready drptr->drpid, RESCHYES); 
return; 
case DWRITE: 
freebuf(drptr->drbuff); 
/* fall through */ 
case DSEEK: 
freebuf (drptr) ; 
} 
} 
Figure 54. Implementation of XINU interrupt dsinter. 
The analyze begins by performing a data flow analysis on the function dswrite and 
inspecting the memory being allocated to variable drptr in line 184, shown in Figure 55. In 
the Read-Write Pairs tab window we see that a memory variable @getbufl~ is being allocated 
and assigned to variable drptr. In Figure 56 we enable highlighting of statements with 
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memory/pointer errors and view the Pointer Analysis tab window for the return statement on 
line 191. The analysis reports that the memory variable @getbufl~ may not be freed 
indicating that a conditional statement maybe freeing @getbuf~, which is not what we want. 
Recall from case study one that function dskenq calls function dskgopt which performs 
disk request optimizations. Using the knowledge gained from the previous case study and the 
fact that drptr->drop is assigned the value DWRITE we can eliminate all but one if-statement 
in function dskgopt. The remaining if-statement can be seen in Figure 51 at line 129. 
Looking at the implementation of this if-statement we notice that it is shuffling pending disk 
requests, but it is not freeing the memory allocated to variable drptr. Thus, we rerun the 
analysis of function dswrite with the non-affecting statements of dskgopt commented out. 
Figure 57 shows the results of this analysis. Looking in the Pointer Analysis tab window for 
the return statement on line 191 we see that there is a definite memory leak for allocated 
memory variable @getbu~. This indicates that the memory allocated by function dswrite 
will be freed properly by interrupt dsinter. 
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Figure 55. Data flow analysis of XINU function dswrite. Generated read-write pairs 
for highlighted statement in line 184. 
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Figure 56. Data flow analysis o~ XINU function dswrite. Statements containing 
pointer/memory errors are highlighted in red. 
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Figure 57. Data flow analysis of XINU function dswrite. Statements containing 
pointer/memory errors are highlighted in red. 
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